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1. INTRODUCTION 
Schwartz [ 111 located the essential spectrum of a class of singular integral 
operators in the space L,[O, 11. The results thus obtained are related to the 
works of Friedrichs [2], Koppelman and Pincus [ 71 and Koppelman [6]. 
Gustafson and Weidmann [4] adopted the definition of the essential 
spectrum ue for self-adjoint operators in a Hilbert space in the form that u, is 
the set 0,: limit points of the spectrum (where eigenvalues are counted 
according to their multiplicity and hence infinite-dimensional eigenvalues are 
included); that is, all points of the spectrum except isolated eigenvalues of 
finite multiplicity. Weyl’s theorem [ 121 states that for A and B self-adjoint 
and B compact, a,(,4 + B) = a,(A) holds. It is thus found that u, is the 
largest subset of the spectrum with this property. This motivates another 
definition of the essential spectrum (for arbitrary operator) as the largest 
subset of the spectrum remaining invariant under arbitrary compact pertur- 
bations, denoted as 
w(A)= f-j u(A +B). 
B compact 
Another most convenient way of defining the essential spectrum of 
arbitrary operators is to define it as the complement of the set of A such that 
A - AI has certain Fredholm properties, as follows. An operator A is called 
normally solvable if A is closed and R(A) is closed; if in addition a(A) or 
/3(A) (where cl(A) = dim N(A) and /3(A) = codimR(A), here N(A) is null 
space and R(A) is range ofA) is finite, A is called a semi-Fredholm operator; 
if both a(A) < co and /?(A) < co, A is called a Fredholm operator; if a(A) = 
/3(A) < co, A is called a Fredholm operator with index zero. Let di(A) = 
{A:A--UEF,} for i= i,..., 5, where F, is the set of normally solvable 
operators, F, is the set of semi-Fredholm operators, F, is the set of Fredholm 
operators, F., is the set of Fredholm operators with index zero, and F, is the 
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set of Fredholm operators with index zero where a deleted neighbourhood of 
zero is in the resolvent set. We define at(A) to be the complement of Al(A) in 
the complex plane. The a:(A) is the essential spectrum of A according to 
(1) Goldberg 131, (2) Kato 151, (3) Wolf 1131, (4) Schechter 181, and 
(5) Browder [ 11. 
The prime aim of this note is to find the essential spectrum of a singular 
integral operator A (defined in the next section) in a Banach space H”(L), 
0 < P < ip, and to apply to Weyl’s theorem a,(A) = a,(A + B), where A is 
closed and B is bounded linear operator on H”(L), 0 < v < $p, where 0 < 
p < 1. Thus, the compactness assumption on perturbation B can be 
weakened. Recently Schechter [8] examined whether Weyl’s theorem can be 
extended beyond A-compact perturbations and found the following result. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let B be A2-pseudo-compact and suppose A,(A) CI 
A,(A + B) is non-empty. Then 
a;(A) = o:(A + B), 
where B is called A 2-pseudo-compact if any sequence (x, } c D(A ‘) with 
llxnll + Il&,Il + IlWl + lIAZx,ll + IIBAxnll GM 
contains a subsequence Ix,,} such that {Bx,,~} converges. 
Gustafson and Weidmann [4] showed that for non-self-adjoint operators 
the conclusions of the theorem (in general) do not hold for n > 2 when B is 
A”-compact. On the other hand, they found that for self-adjoint operators 
A”-compactness holds for any n. 
2. THE ESSENTIAL SPECTRUM 
We consider a closed regular non-intersecting curve L in the complex 
plane. By HP(L), we shall mean the space of all functions satisfying Holder 
condition with exponent p, where 0 < p < 1. If 0 < v < ip, then H”(L) 3 
HP(L). 
HP(L) is a Banach space of all those functions satisfying Holder condition 
with index p, on L under the norm ]]x]] defined in the following manner: 
llxll =MfMo, 
where 
M = y&x I x(t>l, 
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M,= sup I-w - X@l)l 
II.IIEL It, -t,y . 
Let a, b E HP(L), where 0 < p ( 1 and a’(t) - b’(t) # 0 for t E L. Then it 
is well known that the operator A defined by the formula 
is well defined on H”(L), v < +p with values in H”(L). 
The operator A is called a singular integral operator (which is a Fredholm 
operator with non-vanishing index) on H”(L). 
Let B(t, 7) be a kernel on L X L such that the integral operator B defined 
by the formula 
(BxN) = f i, B(t, z) x(7) dT (2.2) 
maps H”(L) -+ H”(L). 
The operator B E g(H”(L))-space of bounded linear operators when 0 < 
v ( 4~. Thus, the operator A + B is also a singular integral operator on 
H”(L) and 
ind(A) = ind(A + B). 
Let .W be the ring of all bounded linear operators A on H”(L). Let K c .R 
be an ideal consisting of operators B E 92’ such that I + B are Fredholm 
operators. Let A and B be densely defined on complex Banach space H”(L) 
such that D(A) c D(B). 
We call A a Fredholm operator @,-operator) if it is closed and 
(i) a(A) < ~0, 
(ii) R(A) is closed in H”(L), 
(iii) /3(A) < a~. 
The index of A is given by 
ind(A) = a(A) - ,&A). 
For operator A, the d,-set, defined by d,(A)), is the set of those complex i 
for which A - 11 is a Fredholm operator. Of course, d,(A) may be empty. 
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3. WEYL'S THEOREM 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A and B be densely defined on H”(L) and B E g. 
Let A,(A) nA,(A + B) be non-empty and let 1 E d,(A)nA,(A + B). Then 
a:(A) = a:(A + B). (3.1) 
Proox Since A is closed on H”(L) and B E g such that D(A) c D(B) 
implies A + B is also closed and it is a Fredholm operator on H”(L). If 
p E A,(A), then A -,uZ is Fredholm, and it follows that A -,uZ + B is also a 
Fredholm operator. Thus, ,U E A,(A + B). Conversely, if ,U E A,(A + B), then 
by using the identity 181 
(A + B - ,uZ)(A - AZ) - (A + B - 13Z)(A - ,uZ) = (,u - n)B, 
we see (A + B - AZ)(A -,uZ) is Fredholm. Since, by the hypothesis, A + 
B - AZ is Fredholm and by applying a well-known property of Fredholm 
operators, it follows that A -PZ is also Fredholm. This implies ,u E A,(A). 
Thus, A,(A) = A,(A + B) and the formula (3.1) holds. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Zf B is a quasi-nuclear operator, (3.1) holds. 
COROLLARY 3.2. For B”, n > 1 (where B is quasi-nuclear), (3.1) holds. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Zf B is compact, then (3.1) holds. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Zf B is nuclear operator, (3.1) holds. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A E A,(A) n A,(A + B). Zf B E K and ind(A - AZ) = 
ind(A + B - AZ), then 
o:(A) = a,4(A + B). (3.2) 
In this situation the set a:(A) contains, in addition, those points of A,(A) 
with non-zero index. 
4. CONCLUDING REMARK 
As in our present situation the operator A is singular integral operator 
(which is a Fredholm operator) and B is any bounded linear operator E6? 
such that A + B is a Fredholm operator, our conclusions may not hold (in 
general) on an arbitrary Banach spaceX. Even for B as a quasi-nuclear, 
there do exist some integral operators which are quasi-nuclear but not 
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compact and, therefore, not nuclear. On the other hand, in many concrete 
spaces, both notions quasi-nuclear operator and nuclear operator coincide, 
especially where the space X is reflexive. 
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